We consider the Standard Model extended by a hidden sector U(1) X symmetry that is spontaneously broken at the TeV scale by the vacuum expectation value of an additional scalar field. We study "dark string" solutions in this model and their properties due to the Higgs portal and gauge kinetic mixing operators. We find that dark strings effectively interact with Higgs and Z bosons by linear couplings, and with leptons and baryons via Aharonov-Bohm couplings, thus possibly leading to new cosmological constraints on dark matter models with spontaneously broken extra U(1) symmetry factors.
Many compelling extensions of the Standard Model (SM) require additional gauged U(1) X factors that are spontaneously broken giving rise to massive vector bosons. The high energy physics community has been studying the phenomenology of these models for years while collider experiments have been searching for the so-called Z at energies up to O(TeV) (see, e.g., the reviews [1, 2] ). Similar models have recently attracted attention in the dark matter community as well. In this context it is commonly assumed that the fields that transform under the SM gauge group are singlets under the U(1) X and vice versa. Such a theory decomposes into a visible sector (SM fields) and a hidden or dark sector (fields charged under U(1) X ).
The massive vector boson may either play the role of dark matter itself [3] [4] [5] [6] 1 , or it may act as a mediator between the visible and the dark sectors [8] [9] [10] [11] 2 . In these types of models, the breaking of the U(1) X during a cosmological phase transition is invariably accompanied by the formation of a unique kind of cosmic string, known as a "dark string" [14] .
The presence of these dark strings in our universe has largely been overlooked. The tension, which is on the order of the symmetry breaking scale µ ∼ TeV 2 , is far too small for dark strings to have any detectable gravitational effect on the cosmic microwave background [15] or pulsar timing [16] , which typically provide the strongest constraints on GUT-scale strings [17] . However, as we will see below, the fields that compose the dark sting have very specific couplings to the SM fields, and therefore they are able to radiate and scatter on SM particles. The presence of these cosmic dark strings in our universe can, therefore, have observable consequences and yield constraints on model building that are as yet largely unexplored.
The structure of dark strings was first studied in Refs. [14] and [18] . Our analysis expands upon that work in a number of ways: (i) we retain the complete electroweak gauge sector, specifically, we do not work in the semilocal limit sin 2 θ w = 1, where θ w is the weak mixing angle as in [18] ; (ii) we restrict the parameter space using the measured value of the Higgs boson mass M H ≈ 125 GeV [19, 20] , which had not been discovered at the time of the previous work; (iii) we include the interaction between the Higgs field and the scalar field responsible for the formation of the string [see Eq. (I.1)]; (iv) we do not necessarily assume that the gauge-kinetic mixing is small (sin 1; see below); and (v) we calculate, for the first time, the effective couplings of the dark string to the SM fields. Understanding the structure of the dark string and its couplings to SM fields, in particular, are important in evaluating the cosmological signatures of dark strings. 1 If the gauge symmetry is non-Abelian the massive vector may still be the dark matter [7] , but a topologically stable cosmic string solution is not guaranteed to exist. 2 If the U(1)X is unbroken, the massless force carrier is known as a dark photon [12, 13] . In this case the model has no string solution.
Our analysis will focus on the smallest extension of the SM that contains a spontaneously broken, gauged Abelian symmetry. Specifically, we introduce a complex scalar field S charged under the Abelian symmetry group U(1) X , which hasX µ as its vector potential; collectively, these fields will be referred to as the dark sector. After S acquires a vacuum expectation value, the mass forX µ is generated. This model is particularly interesting because the symmetries forbid all but two renormalizable, tree-level interactions between the SM and hidden sector fields. These are the Higgs portal (HP) operator [21] L HP = −αΦ † ΦS * S (I. 1) where Φ is the SM Higgs doublet, and the gauge kinetic mixing (GKM) operator [22] [23] [24] 
whereX µν and Y µν are the field strength tensors for the U(1) X and U(1) Y hypercharge. Vacuum stability considerations bound |α| from above [see Sec. II.2], and the avoidance of ghosts requires |sin | < 1. For the sake of generality, we will study this model with α, = 0. However, note that in this case neither the S nor theX µ field is stable. The model must be extended if it is to include a stable dark matter candidate 3 .
Alternatively, imposing a discrete (reflectional) symmetry onX µ enforces sin = 0 [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The interaction in L HP gives rise to a mixing between the Higgs and the singlet scalar, and therefore it is constrained in light of the Higgs discovery [25] . The interaction in L GKM is tightly constrained by a number of observables at low energies giving roughly (see [26] for a review)
However, it is important to recognize that the model is yet unconstrained if the masses are large,
, where laboratory tests have not yet explored. For the sake of generality, we will not make any a priori assumptions about the scale of symmetry breaking in our analytic analysis, and in our numerical analysis we will focus on M S ∼ M X > M H allowing sin = O(1). The small expansion of various parameters may be found in Appendix A.
After setting up the model in Sec. II, we diagonalize the gauge sector and derive the equations of motion relevant for a string. In Sec. III we find the dark string solution and calculate the effective couplings of the string to the SM fields in terms of the Higgs portal and gauge kinetic mixing parameters. The SM Higgs interacts with the string and thus we also take into account the possibility that it winds around the 3 After electroweak symmetry breaking, S mixes with the Higgs and thereby acquires all of its interactions with the SM fields, which opens new decay channels. Similarly,X µ mixes with the Z-boson. If the mass scale in the hidden sector is very low or the couplings very small, then the dark matter can be metastable. Such models will also contain dark strings. In this paper, however, we will focus on strings with energy scales higher than the electroweak scale and arbitrary couplings.
string. However the lightest string is obtained when only the dark scalar field winds and so we focus on more detailed properties of these strings, especially their three types of interactions with SM particles.
Fermions of the SM can have Aharonov-Bohm couplings to the dark string if there is gauge-kinetic mixing between the hypercharge and dark U(1)'s. The SM Higgs can have a non-trivial interaction in the presence of a "Higgs portal" coupling -a quartic interaction between the Higgs and the dark scalar field. The Z gauge field also has a non-trivial profile on the string because of the gauge-kinetic mixing. Each of these interactions is potentially relevant to the cosmological evolution of the dark string network. We summarize our findings in Sec. IV. Appendix A contains a list of variables, defined in the main body of the text, which have been expanded in the limit that the GKM coupling is small, i.e., sin 1.
II. THE DARK STRING MODEL
In this section we introduce the model. We focus on the gauge sector first and the role of the GKM operator, and then we turn to the scalar sector and the HP operator. In the third subsection we derive the string equations and discuss the boundary conditions.
II.1. Gauge Sector
We consider an extension of the SM electroweak sector that adds a complex scalar field S(x) charged under a new gauge group, U(1) X , that hasX µ (x) as its vector potential. In general, one can only write two renormalizable interactions between the SM and the dark sector: the Higgs portal operator, Φ † ΦS * S, and the gauge kinetic mixing operator,X µν Y µν . The Lagrangian that defines this model is
plus the remaining terms in the SM Lagrangian, which are unmodified and not written explicitly here. The parameter s ≡ sin with −π/2 ≤ ≤ π/2 controls the strength of the gauge kinetic mixing. The covariant derivatives are given by
where Φ = (Φ + , H) T is the Higgs doublet. The scalar potential is
where 1.8) and the weak mixing angle is defined as usual: s w ≡ sin θ w = g /ḡ and c w ≡ cos θ w = g/ḡ with g ≡ g 2 + g 2 . Both the kinetic and the mass terms of the Lagrangian, Eq. (II.1.7), can be diagonalized by the transformation
We continue to use the shorthand s θ = sin θ, c θ = cos θ, and t θ = tan θ for θ = , ζ. The angle ζ falls in the range −π/4 < ζ < π/4, and its value is given by
Here we have defined R ≡ m X /m Z , and we will assume R > 1. Note that M consists of a rotation and a rescaling, otherwise known as a principal axis transformation.
After performing the transformation in Eq. (II.1.9), the full Lagrangian becomes
where we have written each of the field strength tensors in the form
The term L int corresponds to interactions among the gauge fields, which are at least second order in W ± . As we discuss below, we can consistently set W ± = 0 for our dark string analysis and neglect these terms. The scalar field covariant derivatives now become
where we have defined
(II.1.14) nontrivial profiles of the remaining scalar and gauge fields. Then the remaining field equations become
where the currents are given by 
In order to discuss the string solutions below, it will be useful here to identify the extrema of the scalar potential Eq. (II.1.3). We set Φ + = 0 and solve the two equations ∂U/∂H = ∂U/∂S = 0. There are four solutions with both H and S nonnegative:
where
For the case α < 0, the saddle point solutions do not exist if |α| > 2κσ 2 /η 2 .
II.3. Dark String Ansatz
Let us now derive the equations for the dark string. We will work in cylindrical coordinates, ρ = x 2 + y 2 and ϕ = arctan(y/x), and we will use the dimensionless radial coordinate ξ = ρ/ρ 0 where ρ 0 = 1/σ. Seeking the straight, static dark string solution, we take the ansatz 4
where n, m ∈ Z and h, s, z, x ∈ R and V µ ≡ ρ∂ µ ϕ = 0 , − sin ϕ , cos ϕ , 0 . With this ansatz, the currents in Eq. (II.1.19) become
The field equations in Eq. (II.1.18) become
Although we take ρ 0 = 1/σ, we have retained ρ 0 in these expressions so as to avoid confusion as to where the σ enters explicitly as the VEV of S and where it enters as our choice of the radial length scale. If we were to turn off both the GKM and HP operators by taking = α = 0, then we would regain the string equations for two, uncoupled Nielsen-Olesen strings of winding n and m.
The scalar field boundary conditions can be divided into three cases depending on which of the two winding parameters, n and m, are nonzero. In each case, we must require h(∞) = s(∞) = 1 at spatial infinity and that H(x) and S(x) are regular at the origin. The cases are:
Case 1 :
Case 2 :
Case 3 :
Case 3 resembles the SM semilocal and electroweak strings [28] , which are not topological and therefore not stable. For this reason, we will focus on Cases 1 and 2. In Case 2 we have mixed Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, and we do not expect h(0) = 1 in general. By considering the energetics, it is clear that h(0) = 1 will minimize the gradient contribution to the energy of the string. However, in terms of the potential energy, we expect that the value of the Higgs condensate at the core of the string will relax toward the saddle point at H = H 0 and S = 0 [see Eq. (II.2.10)]. In general we expect Case 2 :
where h 0 ≡ H 0 /η = 1 + ασ 2 /(2λη 2 ) and H 0 is given by Eq. (II.2.11).
The gauge field boundary conditions are
(II.3.7)
These ensure that Z µ (x) and X µ (x) are regular at the origin and that at spatial infinity
and the action is finite. An interesting consequence of the GKM is that both gauge fields have nontrivial profiles if either scalar field has a winding (either n or m is nonzero). This is evident in the limit s 1 where
For example, taking n = 0 and m = 1 induces an O(s ) expectation value for the Z field.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE DARK STRING
The dark string is the solution of the system of equations given by Eq. (II.3.4) along with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (II.3.5) and (II.3.7). We solve these equations numerically as described in Appendix B.
We calculate the dark string solution for various values of the model parameters: (n, m), α, s , g X , σ, and M S while fixing η = 174 GeV, M H = 125 GeV, g = 0.654, and g = 0.359 and using
Eq. (II.2.8) to determine λ and κ. With this choice of parameters, the masses M Z and M X are given by Eq. (II.1.17). Although these masses depend upon s , it is typically the case that M Z ≈ 91.2 GeV and
Having obtained the dark string solution, we study its properties and couplings, which are discussed in the remainder of this section.
III.1. String Solution
Generally, the strings with higher order windings, (n, m) with n, m > 1, are unstable, and they will decay on a microscopic time scale into the lightest strings. The winding m of the singlet scalar S is topological by virtue of the U(1) X symmetry, however the winding n of the Higgs field is not topological - just as in the case of the electroweak strings in the SM [28] . This means that any (n, m) string with n ≥ 1 will fragment and decay into the (0, 1) string, which generally has a lower tension than the (1, 1) string. We will focus on the properties of the (0, 1) string, but we will also compare against the (1, 1) string.
In Figures 2, 3 , and 4 we show the profile functions of the (n, m) = (0, 1) and (1, 1) strings for
GeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV. In the lower panels, we also show contour plots of the scalar potential, Eq. (II.1.3), where we have overlaid the string trajectories {H, S} = {η h(ξ), σ s(ξ)}.
There are a number of qualitative features which can be seen in these figures that we will discuss at length below. First, at the core of the (0, 1) strings the Higgs condensate deviates from its vacuum value. Second, h(0) asymptotes toward zero whereas h 0 vanishes at α = −2λη 2 /σ 2 . In this case, the Higgs condensate is "repelled" by the string core. We show the behavior of h(0) and h 0 in the decoupling limit, σ η, in Fig. 5b . In this limit, h 0 ∼ σ/η grows rapidly, but the value of the condensate at the string core, h(0), rises much more slowly.
In order to better characterize the string solution, we calculate the "full width at half maximum" of the scalar profile functions. In terms of the dimensionless radial coordinate, these are given by the solutions of Figure 6 shows the physical widths
for the (0, 1) and (1, 1) strings as a function of σ. In both cases the width of the S condensate falls off like Let us now take Figures 2-6 together, and construct a coherent picture of the (0, 1) dark string. The behavior is similar to what is seen in the familiar case of bosonic superconductivity [29] . When s = α = 0 the S and X µ fields form a Nielsen-Olesen string and the Higgs condensate is equal to its vacuum value everywhere. Roughy speaking, the Higgs field is unaware of the presence of the string since there is no coupling between them. For α > 0 (α < 0) the Higgs condensate is "attracted" ("repelled") by the string and h(0) > 1 (h(0) < 1). In the decoupling limit, σ ∼ M S η ∼ M H , and with α > 0, the saddle point moves to h 0 1, but the tension becomes gradient dominated and h(0) h 0 , contrary to expectations.
The S and X profiles fall off on a length scale 2/M S , which defines the string core. The Higgs condensate, however, forms a wide halo around the core. For a 10 TeV scale string, the halo is approximately an order of magnitude wider than the core, but it is still smaller than 2/M H by another order of magnitude. 
III.2. Tension
The tension of the dark string is defined by µ ≡ where
is the dimensionless energy density, which consists of contributions from each of the fields:
For the special case = α = 0 we have C H = n − g From the individual terms in Eq. (III.2.3), we can see that with our choice ρ 0 = σ −1 , some terms are independent of σ and the rest go as (η/σ) 2 or (η/σ) 4 . Thus when σ ∼ η, the tension will not follow a simple power law, but when σ η, it will increase as σ 2 . The terms that scale as inverse powers of σ are more significant for the (1, 1) string than for the (0, 1) string, so we would expect the (0, 1) string tension to essentially scale as σ 2 even for σ ∼ η. Each subfigure illustrates that the tension of the (0, 1) string is always smaller than the tension of the (1, 1) string. The scaling behavior mentioned above is evident in Figures 7a and 7b . Figure 7a shows the tension as a function of the U(1) X gauge coupling, g X , and it is seen that the tension scales like µ ∝ g −2
X . This scaling is understood by noting that we hold m X = g X σ/ √ 2 fixed and vary σ ∝ g −1
X . Then the figure simply shows that µ ∝ σ 2 . Figure 7b shows the tension as a function of the mass of the X gauge boson, and since we are now holding g X fixed and varying σ ∝ m X , this figure also shows that µ ∝ σ 2 . In both cases, the (0, 1) string tension scales as σ 2 for all values of σ, while the (1, 1) string tension departs from this behavior at the lower values of σ.
Figures 7c and 7d show how the tension depends on the GKM parameter s . From these it can be seen that the tension decreases monotonically with increasing |s | for the (0, 1) string and almost monotonically for the (1, 1) string. This behavior can be understood by noting that the gauge kinetic terms of the original Lagrangian, Eq. (II.1.1), can be written as
In the limit s → ±1 it "costs no energy" to excite the gauge field Y µ ∓X µ , and the tension of the string is reduced. Here it is important to note that we hold fixed the parameter m X = g X σ/ √ 2, which differs from the mass eigenvalue M X for nonzero s [see Eq. (II.1.17)]. In 7c, for example, at s = 0 we have
GeV, while at |s | = 0.9 it has increased to M X = 450 GeV.
The dependence of the tension on α is shown in Fig. 7e. For the (1, 1) string, the tension rises nearly linearly with α, whereas for the (0, 1) string the tension is symmetric in α. This parametric behavior is understood by noting that at the core of the Finally, let us remark that our string solutions and tension are consistent with the results available in the literature. The authors of Ref. [18] considered a model similar to ours, in which they include a gauge kinetic mixing term but no Higgs portal term. They also take the semilocal limit s w = 1. Our model reduces to theirs upon setting α = 0, s w = 1, and M H = 125 GeV. For a particular parameter range given in Figure   3 of Ref. [18] , we calculate the string tension and find agreement to better than O(1%).
III.3. Coupling of the Higgs to the String
The dark string acts as a source for the scalar fields H and S. This source causes the fields to locally deviate from their vacuum expectation values and to form a long range "cloud" around the string core. As discussed in Sec. II.2, we can parametrize the fields as H = (η +h/ √ 2)e ia H and S = (σ +s/ √ 2)e ia S , and the physical scalars,h ands, mix with one another with a mixing angle θ, given by Eq. (II.2.4). Only the lighter Higgs-like mass eigenstate, φ H = cos θh − sin θs, can be radiated efficiently from the dark string since the S-like eigenstate, φ S , has a mass comparable to the string tension. We therefore are only interested in the effective coupling of φ H to the dark string.
The field equations for H and S, given previously by Eq. (II.1.18), may be written as follows after expanding out the covariant derivatives:
In the vicinity of the dark string, the fields acquire position-dependent expectation values, and the interactions on the right hand side of these equations become source terms. 
and where z(∞) is given by Eq. (II.3.7) with (n, m) = (0, 1). We have added and subtracted the term
in order to keep these functions finite at the origin.
We show these various contributions to the sources in Fig. 8 . The figure confirms that the sources are characterized by a tight core, which drops off on a scale ξ few corresponding to ρ σ, surrounded by a wide tail or cloud, which is smaller in magnitude and drops off more slowly. In the decoupling limit, σ η, the cloud can be much wider than the core. This motivates our prescription for calculating the effective couplings, which we employ in this section and the following one. We will consider fluctuations of the light fields (φ H ≈ H and Z µ ) about their vacuum expectation values in the presence of the background expectation values of the heavy fields (φ S ≈ S and X µ ), which are determined by the long straight string solution. Then, we can treat the heavy fields which compose the core as providing the source for the light fields which compose the cloud. To implement the above strategy, we will write 
where the mass M 2 H was given by Eq. (II.2.5), the mass shift is defined by
cos 2θ
the residual mixing is defined by
and the source term is defined by
We have dropped terms in Eq. (III.3.9) which are higher order in φ H and φ S , because these represent interactions among the quanta of the scalar fields, and they are not relevant for the particle production calculation. Near the string core, the spectrum is shifted as compared with far from the string. This leads to a residual mixing, δµ 2 (ξ), and a position-dependent mass eigenvalue, M 2 H + δM 2 H (ξ). Since these shifts vanish rapidly outside of the string, and we are interested in the dynamics of the long range fields, we can neglect these terms and take δµ 2 = 0 = δM 2 H .
We would like to reduce the source term, S, down to a single effective coupling parameter g H str . This is accomplished by noting that long wavelength modes of the Higgs field cannot resolve the internal structure of the string, i.e., the core, and for the purposes of studying these modes it is a good approximation to treat the source term as a Dirac delta function:
The effective, dimensionless coupling constant, g H str ≡ η −1 dxdy S, is given by
(III.3.14)
This expression simplifies in the decoupling limit where we can write
Using Eq. (III.1.1), the parameter ξ max is related to the profile widths as ξ max ≈ (∆ρ s )σ. This can be determined by solving for the full profile functions, but we will take ξ max = O(1) for numerical estimates.
Then after expanding in the ratio (η 2 /σ 2 ) 1 we find
Although alternative definitions of the coupling can be proposed, they will differ from our definition in terms that are suppressed by factors of O(η/σ) and can be ignored in the decoupling limit. pairs. This result is not totally obvious since it is possible for the string to carry a Higgs condensate, and thereby break the electroweak symmetry locally, even if the Higgs VEV vanishes outside the string, as in the case of bosonic superconductivity [29] .
Thus far we have considered the coupling between the Higgs and the straight static string. Now we generalize to the case of an arbitrary Nambu-Goto string with spacetime coordinate X µ (τ, ζ) where τ and ζ are the world coordinates. The source term in Eq. (III.3.9) derives from the Lagrangian L = φ H S. Upon approximating the source as a delta function, as in Eq. (III.3.13), the action becomes
where the worldsheet metric is defined by
the current can also be written as
Note that j(ξ) is approximately equal to the right hand side of the string equation, Eq. (II.3.4a), and if we were to replace h → 1 and z → z(∞), then they would be identical. As such, k(ξ) is approximately given by
The profile functions s and x both reach their asymptotic values exponentially fast on a scale ξ = O (1) corresponding to ρ = O(ρ 0 = σ −1 ). In the decoupling limit, M Z σ, long wavelength modes of the Z field cannot resolve the string core, and we can use delta function approximations. The mass shift, given by Eq. (III.4.4), becomes negligible outside of the narrow string core. Therefore it is not relevant for the particle radiation calculation, and we will neglect it by taking δM 2 Z = 0. The profile function k(ξ) can also be approximated as a delta function
where the effective coupling, g Thus far we have been assuming that the string is long and straight. To generalize to an arbitrary Nambu-Goto string, we can write the source term, Eq. (III.4.8), as
where dσ µν = dτ dζ µναβ ab ∂ a X α ∂ b X β is the areal element of the string worldsheet. A source of this form was first given in Ref. [30] . This source can be derived from a term in the effective action
where total derivative terms have been dropped. We have factored off the (η/σ) 2 scaling such that g Z str is constant in the limit η σ.
III.5. Coupling to the Fermions
Finally, let us turn to the coupling between the dark string and the SM fermions. Like the coupling to the bosons, this interaction can give particle radiation from the string [31] . Additionally, as the string passes through the plasma, this interaction induces a drag force that has an important influence on the evolution of the string network as a whole [32] .
The interaction that we seek to calculate arises from the kinetic terms for the SM fermions,
where we use the two component spinor notation and the doublets are
The covariant derivatives are given by
where we have turned off the SU(3) gauge coupling, since it does not modify the coupling to the dark string, and the hypercharge assignments are
, y L = −1 , and y e R = −2 .
(III.5.3)
where We have included the couplings to the photon field A µ for completeness, but since the dark string does not contain any electromagnetic flux, these interactions are not relevant for couplings of the string to the SM fermions.
The dominant interaction between fermions and the dark string is the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interaction [30, 33] . In general when a particle of charge e and momentum p (in the rest frame of the string) is incident on a string carrying magnetic flux Φ, it will scatter with a differential cross section per unit length dσ/dθ.
It is useful to define the transport cross section, σ t ≡ 2π 0 dθ (dσ/dθ)(1 − cos θ), which is given by
where θ ≡ (e/2π)Φ. In general these need not be electromagnetic charge and flux, and in fact the dark string carries no electromagnetic flux. Instead, the particles scatter off of the Z-flux and X-flux carried by the string.
The fluxes are defined by
neutron, hydrogen atom, and neutrino as 
∼ g 
Its AB phase is simply θ Ψ = mq X and the AB interaction is found to be
If q X is an integer, then the transport cross-section vanishes and there is no AB interaction between the dark string and Ψ.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the properties and couplings of the dark string including, for the first time, the full electroweak gauge sector, the gauge kinetic mixing, and Higgs portal interaction. we expect that the (1,1) solution will be unstable to decay into the (0,1) solution. Hence, we mainly focus on the (0,1) string which we have also referred to as the "dark string".
In Sec. III.2 we have evaluated the tension of the dark string and the results can be summarized in the formula
where the approximate dependencies are derived from the plots in Fig. 7 for small values of the hidden sector scalar self-coupling, κ, the gauge kinetic mixing parameter, s , the Higgs portal coupling α, and the dark gauge coupling, g X . In the decoupling limit when the electroweak VEV is much less than the hidden sector VEV, η σ, the expression reduces to that of a Nielsen-Olesen string.
A novel feature of the dark string is that it also carries a condensate of the electroweak Higgs and Z fields. The structure of the string is a core of size ∼ M −1
X that contains flux of the dark gauge field X and in which the new scalar S departs from its VEV. This is just as in the case of the Nielsen-Olesen string.
Around the Nielsen-Olesen core we also have a "cloud" or "dressing" of Higgs and Z fields that extend out to a radius ∼ M −1 H as illustrated in Fig. 12 .
The presence of the electroweak cloud can be of phenomenological importance because it connects a topological defect in the dark sector to the matter content of the visible sector. In particular, an oscillating loop of dark string may be expected to copiously radiate Higgs bosons [34] and Z gauge bosons (similar to Goldstone boson radiation discussed in [35] up to terms of order η 2 /σ 2 . The parameter ξ max = O(1) is the rescaled width of the profile functions.
The gauge kinetic mixing term in the model also leads to an Aharonov-Bohm interaction between fermions and the dark string [34] . These interactions are important since, in a cosmological setting, the strings are surrounded by a plasma of fermions that can scatter and affect the evolution of the string network.
In addition, the Aharonov-Bohm interaction will allow for dark string loops to radiate standard model fermions [31] . We give the Aharonov-Bohm phases for the fermions in Eq. (III.5.13), where we should set n = 0 for the (0,1) string. The result is simply that the Aharonov-Bohm phase of a fermion with electric charge q is θ q = − 2c w s g X q.
(IV.4) Following Ref. [30] , we have also calculated the transport cross sections for fermions scattering off dark strings in Sec. III.5.
Having mapped out the properties of the dark string, we plan to explore their cosmological consequences and phenomenological connections in future work.
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